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OTOP News
OTOP Theme Exhibition & Awarding Ceremony

The biggest annual event of OTOP – OTOP Theme Exhibition took place at Taipei Main Station 
on November 6th. The event this year lasts for 3 days, and the exhibition theme is “blossoming 
authenticity”. The exhibition not only gathered many featured stores that accepted MOEA’s consulting 
services, but also invited several cities and counties to join the event, exhibit and promote the products 
that are full of local specialties and show potentials in the international market. This exhibition provided 
a platform for enterprises and customers to interact with each other, and let people see the innovation 
and transformation of Taiwan small and medium enterprises, as well as the abundance of Formosa 
Taiwan.
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The awarding ceremony of the OTOP Awards took place on the first day of the event. The Director 
of the Small and Medium Enterprise Administration, MOEA directly handed the award trophies and 
certificates to the 20 winners, who 
were  the  10  w inn ing  produc ts ’ 
designers of OTOP Product Design 
Award and the 10 winning enterprises 
of OTOP Enterprise Award. The 
winning products of OTOP Product 
Design Award this year can be divided 

into several types, including life applications and environment protection, etc. For instance, there 
are “Bamboo Chair” consisted of natural bamboo tube, wood and metal; “Happiness Casserole” that 
symbolizes gathering with friends and family; and eco-friendly bath product that makes value out of 
wastes. OTOP Product Design Award combines culture, delight, fashion and creativity to improve the 
customer experience of the products, also merges “design” into people’s daily lives. 
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The OTOP Enterprise Award’s theme this year is “Flourishing Vigor”. The main idea of this theme is to 
encourage traditional local industries to not only create unique value by local cultural features, but also 
introduce innovative concepts and practices to improve themselves and keep up with trends. The winning 
enterprises this year includes “ChaTei” who emphasizes on culture, fashion and healthy diet; “Golden-Flower 
Tea Oil Production” that insists on maintaining food safety; and “Noodles Origin” that devotes themselves 
to pass on the over-60-year experience in noodles industry from their fathers’ generation. OTOP Enterprise 
Award hopes to see the local enterprises to maintain their local specialties, and show the strong vigor of 
small and medium enterprises within the ever-changing industrial environment.

The exhibition and sale area was divided into several parts including “Fine Gift Area”, “Cities & Counties 
Specialty Industries Exhibition Area”, “Staging Area” and “OTOP Stunning Exhibition Area”. The “Fine Gift 
Area” and the “Cities & Counties Specialty Industries Exhibition Area” gathered OTOP-related local specialty 
vendors and the vendors set by cities and counties governments. These vendors promoted local specialty 
products from all over Taiwan along with many exclusive promoting campaigns providing various discounts 
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for the customers. Also, there was an 
interactive fan event on OTOP Facebook 
fan page held simultaneously to promote 
this exhibition. 

The “Staging Area” was the stage for the OTOP 
Awarding Ceremony on the first day of the 
event. After the ceremony, there were many 
stage activities and local cultural performances 
came up at regular times to perk up the event. 
The “OTOP Stunning Exhibition Area” exhibited 
the winning products of Product Design Award 

and the leading products of the winning enterprises from Enterprise Award. Additionally, there was a special-
designed e-commerce product wall that shows more local specialty products in Taiwan. Customers could 
scan the QR codes on the product wall and buy the products they want.
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OTOP Year-end Featured Triple Gifts
At the same time when OTOP Theme Exhibition was ongoing, OTOP also held “Year-end Featured Triple 
Gifts” event. Besides the discount of the exhibition 
event, the OTOP Facebook fan page and OTOP 
Website both presented exclusive events, which were 
the leave comment and draw lots activity and the 
“OTOP Enterprise Award Quiz” event.

OTOP Theme Exhibition on-site campaigns included 
discount prize, gifts with purchase, collect points 
to draw lots, and many other events so that the 
customers could enjoy various gifts and bargain. The 
leave comment and draw lots event was held on the 
OTOP Facebook fan page during November 2nd to 
November 8th. The fan only needed to click “Like” and 
leave comment under the event post on the fan page; 
they could get a chance to win special gifts from the 10 
winning enterprises of 2015 Taiwan OTOP Enterprise Award. 
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Last but not least, the “OTOP Enterprise Award Quiz” activity was held on the OTOP Website. The purpose 
of this activity is to let people know about the characteristics, histories and leading products. Once passed 
the quiz, people would also get a chance to win the exclusive gifts provided by the 10 winning enterprises.

By holding the “Year-end Featured Triple Gifts” event, OTOP wishes that every fan that gave OTOP great 
support and encouragement could have a wonderful year-end, and enjoy a wonderful life in the following 
year!
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OTOP Awards Exhibition
After the result of OTOP Awards was proclaimed, OTOP started to plan item-displaying exhibitions for the 20 
winners right away, in order to reinforce people’s impressions and identifications with OTOP and the award 
winners. The exhibitions this year started on December 7th, and locations are Taiwan Taoyuan International 
Airport and Guanxi Rest Area.

T h e  e x h i b i t i o n  s p o t 
i n  Ta i w a n  Ta o y u a n 
International Airport is 
located in  the  OTOP 
spec ia l  a rea near ing 
Terminal 2 boarding gate 
D4.  In  the showcase 
which occupies almost 
an entire wall collects 
various OTOP products, 

with the types including local fine food, creative design and specialty craft. This exhibition spot was chosen 
for domestic and international tourists to stop by, admire the miscellaneous products from different cities and 
counties in Taiwan and experience the diverse beauties of Formosa. If you just happen to go to the Airport, 
why not come and take a look at the colorfulness of Taiwan local specialty industries?
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Guanxi Rest Area is located in Hsinchu, and it is a 
rest area on one of the most important north-south 
freeways in Taiwan – Freeway 3. Many tourists who 
drive through Northern to Southern Taiwan would 
stop and take a rest there. OTOP’s exhibition spot in 
Guanxi Rest Area is an independent glass showcase, 
displaying only the products of the 2015 OTOP 
Awards winners. This exhibition can enhance both the 
winners and OTOP’s brand exposure, and thereby 
improve the winners’ revenue.
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OTOP always insists to search for the chances to 
hold exhibitions in big traffic nodes. The purpose is 
not only to let more people know about OTOP, but 
also to promote Taiwan local specialty industries. In 
the future, OTOP will keep doing the best to support 
traditional vendors, help them retain competitiveness 
in the ever-changing industrial environment. The 
major prospect for OTOP is to enable these vendors 
to infuse innovative idea while maintaining their 
traditional and cultural specialties, and thus create 
exclusive values.


